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Stage Two
On-line training
Module C:
That’s the way to do

This training content is for the use of the 
Young Leader pilot Districts (Dorking, East 

Surrey, Esher, Leatherhead, Surrey Heath and 
Walton & Weybridge) as the Young Leader 

pilot continues during 2021 and 2022



What is this Stage 2 training about?

At the end of this Stage 2 training, you should:
 Recognise the importance of Leadership and be aware of its purpose
 Be aware of what we mean by Leadership for Young Leaders and be 

aware of how you can lead (“Styles of Leadership”)
 Recognise how you can communicate about games, activities and the 

programme and be aware of the elements of communication
 Recognise the importance of effective communication between adult 

Leaders, Young Leaders and young people in their Section
 Be aware of how to teach practical skills to young people
 Be aware that young people have different learning styles



What you’ll learn about 
in module C

This modules gives you 
an understanding of how 

to successfully 
demonstrate and teach a 

variety of skills. It will 
help make that process 
fun, and ensure section 

members enjoy the 
experience.



In more detail, you’ll learn …

• To understand and be able to talk about how young people learn 
effectively

• To demonstrate an ability to pass on skills to younger people
• To understand and talk about different learning styles
• To gain confidence in using different training techniques



The context for Stage 2
As Scouts, we believe in preparing 
young people with skills for life. 
We encourage our young people 
to do more, learn more and be more. 
Each week, we give over 460,000 young 
people the opportunity to enjoy fun and 
adventure while developing the skills they 
need to succeed, now and in the future.
We’re talking about teamwork, leadership, 
communication and resilience – skills that 
have helped Scouts become everything from 
teachers and social workers to astronauts and 
Olympians. 
We believe in bringing people together. We 
celebrate diversity and stand against 
intolerance, always. 
We’re a worldwide movement, creating 
stronger communities and inspiring positive 
futures. 
#SkillsForLife



Give a person a fish; 
feed them for a day.  

Teach a person to fish; 
feed them for life



How to teach a skill (1)

• A simple learning-by-doing 
technique to teach a skill is:

“I do. We do. You do” 

• It works well when teaching 
practical skills, especially to 
younger members

I do Demonstrate

We do Try together

You do Have a go
and Practice



I Introduce

D Demonstrate

E Explain

A Activity

S Summary

How to teach a skill (2)
The IDEAS technique provides 
greater structure and depth for 

more complicated skills.



I Introduce “We are going to look at how to tie a bowline and talking about 
why it is a useful knot to know” 30 seconds

D Demonstrate Tie a bowline in real time and show the end result 30 seconds

E Explain
Show the steps to tie a bowline three times
“Make a loop, rabbit comes out of the hole, round the tree, and 
down the hole again”
“The bowline is used to make a secure loop in a rope, but is still 
easy to undo when you have finished” 

2 minutes

A Activity
Cubs try tying the bowline themselves. 
Leader floats and helps individually. 
Cubs that finish easily can be pushed further (tie with eyes 
closed / behind back) 

6 minutes

S Summary “Today we looked at how to tie a bowline and why it is a useful 
knot” 1 minute

How to teach a skill (2)



“If a Beaver or Cub isn’t learning a skill 
the way we teach it, we should change 

and teach it the way they learn”



Vary your communication to connect with 
young people with different learning styles

 Both you and the young people you are giving games rules to, or teaching skills to, 
or delivering programme to will have learning styles.  

 You will tend to use yours and they will want to use theirs.

The VAK model has three learning styles:

 Visual, prefer to see the material 

 Auditory, prefer to hear the information

 Kinesthetic, prefer to move to learn

 There’s more on the next page about how you can best help different people learn

Find out more about your own learn style preferences by searching for and completing 
one of the many on-line VAK tools



How you can help different people learn

Visual
See

Auditory
Hear

Kinesthetic
Move
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• Can easily visualize objects
• Sees patterns.  Great sense of 

balance and alignment.  

• Hears and understands subtle 
changes in tone in a person's voice

• Listening to stories and telling them

• Great hand-eye coordination
• Excellent experimenters
• Often enjoy sports, art, and drama
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• Watching demonstrations
• Copying from diagrams
• Following a powerpoint

• Providing verbal instructions and 
verbal feedback

• Learning from stories
• Using mnemonics (DR ABC, IDEAS)
• Working together with someone 

else and talking about what they are 
doing

• Acting out the skill. Practicing 
themselves.  Experimenting

• Writing notes, doodling, keeping 
moving whilst watching and 
listening

 When working with a group, ensure to use a variety of communication styles, covering the 
breadth of Visual, Auditory, and Kinesthetic styles

 When working with one or two people, try to work out their preferred communication styles 
and focus your communication into their styles to be most effective



Now have a go …



A great teacher has the patience and 
understanding to teach everything, 

any number of times



Quiz for Module C- "That’s the way to do it"

• Check what you’ve learned by completing a short Quiz 
• Now download and complete the Post-Module Quiz for Module C from the 

TRAINING section of this website: Surrey Scouts Young Leaders | Surrey Scouts 
(surrey-scouts.org.uk) 

• Confirmation of completion will be sent out after your successful completion 
(70%+ correct) of the quiz. 

• It will ask you for a word at the end to prove you have read these e-learning 
materials – the word is VAK

• Once completed you should send a screen shot by email to your Explorer Scout 
Leader – Young Leader 



#SkillsForLife


